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STAR COOPERATION corporate group – dated 02/2018  
 
Networked expertise and passion to help you succeed: since 1997, STAR COOPERATION has been 

assisting companies of all sizes from a wide range of industries to plan and develop their projects 

efficiently and implement them successfully. As our customer, you benefit from our interdisciplinary 

knowledge and synergies from the industries of MEDIA, LOGISTICS, CONSULTING, IT, ELECTRONICS, 

ENGINEERING. Experienced experts will guide you in practice: as a reliable partner, we will provide 

innovative ideas and clever solutions that are precisely tailored to your needs. This allows you to 

optimally utilize your resources and improve every day.  
STAR COOPERATION GmbH is certified according to the management systems ISO 9001:2015, ISO 

50001:2011, and ISO 14001:2015.  

 

STAR | Intro texts STAR divisions (companies) 
  
SC Consulting Division company description:  

Networked expertise, passion and expert knowledge: all this is combined in STAR COOPERATION with 

its subsidiaries. Our STARS [wording for certificates / for "conservative" usage: "experts" instead of 

"STARS"] of the Consulting Division understand markets and assist companies in planning and 

developing their projects efficiently and implementing them successfully. They advise experts and 

decision-makers in the departments of development, production, marketing, sales, after sales and 

service.  

 
STAR DISTRIBUTION company description:  
STAR DISTRIBUTION GmbH handles consulting, managed services and operative services related to 

logistics – along the entire supply chain. Our STARS [wording for certificates / for "conservative" 

usage: "experts" instead of "STARS"] plan, organize, coordinate and manage efficient flows of goods. 

They keep customers happy and ensure that complex logistics and delivery structures become more 

transparent, faster and more efficient – all the way through to retail trade.  

 
STAR ELECTRONICS Göppingen company description:  
Concentrated knowledge from STAR ELECTRONICS GmbH & Co. KG: our STARS [wording for 

certificates / for "conservative" usage: "experts" instead of "STARS"] are specialists in the fields of 

networking technology in vehicles, FlexRay and Ethernet. They offer individual assistance and advice 

to companies – from product implementation to the development of suitable hardware and software. 

The company has been part of STAR COOPERATION since 2014.  

 
STAR ELECTRONICS Sindelfingen company description:  
The passion of STAR ELECTRONICS GmbH is cars: our STARS [wording for certificates / for 

"conservative" usage: "experts" instead of "STARS"] enhance technologies and modify vehicles 

according to our customers’ wishes. Forward-thinking and efficient. The main focus is on vehicle 

technology, cable set production, test benches, device development, development tools and technical 

software.  
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STAR ENGINEERING company description:  
Helping customers improve and become more efficient: this is the mission of STAR ENGINEERING 

GmbH. The STARS [wording for certificates / for "conservative" usage: "experts" instead of "STARS"] 

of our partner-managed engineering company for automotive consulting and engineering advise, 

develop, test and produce – to implement complex customer projects quickly and successfully.  

 
STAR PUBLISHING company description:  
Printed, filmed or via app: STAR PUBLISHING GmbH tailors media products to the target group – 

across all channels. Our STARS [wording for certificates / for "conservative" usage: "experts" instead 

of "STARS"] design, develop, produce, manage and deliver print and digital media for companies. To 

this end, they advise our customers, develop concepts and strategies, and implement these 

successfully.  
 

STAR SYSTEMS company description:  
Technologies of tomorrow: STAR SYSTEMS GmbH takes bits and bytes to a new level. Our STARS 

[wording for certificates / for "conservative" usage: "experts" instead of "STARS"] analyze processes, 

develop programs, and execute complex IT projects. They support and advise companies to enable 

them to successfully implement and use modern software successfully, and work with it in a profitable 

manner.  
 

ATEC INNOVATION company description:  
Dynamic, creative and forward-thinking: atec innovation GmbH is all about innovative project ideas. 

Our STARS [wording for certificates / for "conservative" usage: "experts" instead of "STARS"] analyze, 

develop and produce unique products with a mechatronic focus. In doing so, they support our 

customers in conducting successful sales across a wide range of industries. The company has been 

part of STAR COOPERATION since 2017.  
 

S&I company description:  
From classic brochures to a 3D app: sense & image GmbH combines concept and design strength 

with market knowledge and technical expertise. Our STARS [wording for certificates / for 

"conservative" usage: "experts" instead of "STARS"] create print media for classic advertising as 

professionally as their modern apps. The company has been part of STAR COOPERATION since 2016. 


